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03.09.2020

Declaration of non-liability and general confirmation
Dear participants of the Kronplatz Enduro Race 2020,
please sign this declaration of confirmation and non-liability. Without your sign a start isn‘t possible.
Please hand out the signed document to a member of our staff at the race office/Registration. Thank
you!
1. Risks
The participant is fully aware of the dangers which the exercise of extreme sports, especially mountain
biking is connected, e.g. hazards caused by fatigue during the competition. The participant
acknowledges that the aiming excellent performance involves certain risks. The participants accept
that with the exercise of such a competitive sport, life and physical safety can be compromised. This
includes threats to all in the competition, particularly due environmental and atmospheric conditions,
technical equipment, hazards of public roads and natural and artificial obstacles. In the case of driving
on public roads the participants accept the rules of the local road traffic regulations. The participant
shall ensure that the dates of his message are correct and he read and recognizes the tender, the
disclaimer, conditions of participation and the regulations. By specifying the e-mail address, he further
agree that the organising company Vitamin F ASV is authorised to use this data for sending further
information (e.g. a newsletter).
2. Declaration of non-liability
My participation at Kronplatz Enduro Race is at my own risk. I assure to own a valid accident and
liability insurance for the duration of the event. I waive all legal claims – including third parties – in the
event and confirmed this by submitting the online form, or with my signature when registering the
venue. I declare that my training and health status meets the requirements of the race. Organizer
Vitamin F ASV reserves subsequent amendments to the rules, the route and the tender. Vitamin F
ASV takes no liability for loss or damage of my personal property. Similarly, the organizer ist not liable
for any damage incurred during transportation of bicycles on motor vehicles, trailers or in the use of
lifts. I resign to any claims concerning Vitamin F ASV in case of abortion of the event due to the act of
nature, abortion of huge security reasons.
3. Informed consent circulation of pictures/use of rights
As participant of the Kronplatz Enduro Race I agree that pictures and videos of mine can be taken by
the organizer (respectively commissioned photographers/filmers) in the context of my participation at
the event. I agree that these pictures can be published and publicly exposed in context with the
Kronplatz Enduro Race. Furthermore I agree that pictures, videos, film tapes and interviews with my
participation are allowed to published in media, press, radio and TV broadcasting, advertising, books,
fotomechanical copying and video tapes. A publication takes place on the Internet mainly on the

websites of the organizer, the sponsors and partners as well as media partners. I declare to assign an
unrestricted right on eventual rights on my pictures to the organizer of the Kronplatz Enduro Race.
I agree that I won’t receive a salary for my depiction on pictures and videos produced. I declare that
the organizer of the event has pointed out that I’m not able to declare any copyright law on the
pictures and films produced. I agree that the organizer owns the exclusive and unrestricted rights of
use of the pictures and videos that are taken of my person.
I agree that I can use pictures and films with my participation (made by commissioned photographers/
filmers) only with an official agreement of the organizer. This means, I’m only allowed to publish, copy
and publically customize pictures/videos of mine with an official agreement of the organizer.

4. Other matters
4.1. Transponder/return: The transponder incl. holder is property of the company SPORTident,
Arnstadt. The transponder has a material price of 60,- EUR and will be provided for a rental fee of 20,EUR. This fee will be refunded upon return. In case of loss or damage this deposit will be retained and
the remaining amount of 40,- EUR will be charged.
4.2. Due to the Corona pandemic, a dinner together cannot take place. As compensation, as a
participant I will receive a refund of 10,- € cash.
4.3. I agree to wear a helmet on the complete course. Furthermore I agree to all security standards
concerning protection etc..
4.4. I AGREE TO FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN BY THE STAFF AND THE TRACK
MARSHALS

Please fill out and sign it. THANK YOU!

FIRST NAME: ______________________________________

LAST NAME:

______________________________________

STREET:

______________________________________

ZIP CODE, TOWN:

______________________________________

Date, SIGNATURE: ________________________________________

